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Education & Children’s Services

REPORT TO EDUCATION AND CHILDREN’S SERVICES COMMITTEE – 7
OCTOBER 2021
STONEHAVEN PRIMARY SCHOOL PROVISION
1

Reason for Report / Summary

1.1

This report provides an update on work that has been undertaken to date, by
officers, to assess and evaluate proposals to relocate Dunnottar School and
Carronhill School to new build provision.

2

Recommendations
The Committee is recommended to:
2.1

Acknowledge the work being progressed on the replacement of
Dunnottar Primary;

2.2

Acknowledge the second option identified which proposes the
inclusion of a replacement Carronhill School as part of any project;
and

2.3

Comment on the two project delivery options outlined.

3

Purpose and Decision Making Route

3.1

Following the Full Council meeting on the 17 March 2021, a commitment was
made to progress delivery of a new Primary School in Stonehaven to replace
Dunnottar Primary School.

3.2

To support the addition of this project to the Capital Plan, officers have been
carrying out a review of the existing and new cost and scope information.
During this process there has also been consideration and appraisal of a wider
opportunity to include the relocation of Carronhill School as part of any future
project.

3.3

This report sets out the work carried out to date in relation to the new proposals
for primary school provision in Stonehaven, ahead of a recommendation being
made to Full Council in November 2021 to include this project in the Capital
Plan.

3.4

Kincardine & Mearns Area Committee considered this report on 21 September
2021 and their comments have been included in the extract draft minute at
Appendix 5.
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4

Discussion

4.1

Education and Children Services have identified an opportunity and need to
modernise and invest in the Learning Estate in Stonehaven. Assessment and
feasibility work has been undertaken focusing around two options:
 Option 1 – Replace and relocate Dunnottar School to a new, purpose-built
facility with a capacity of 217.
 Option 2 – Build a new shared campus which would include a replacement
Dunnottar School, with a capacity of 217 children, and a replacement
Carronhill School, with a capacity of 48 children.

4.2

The consideration for potential replacement provision in the town has been
prioritised for several reasons, related to ensuring that Aberdeenshire Council’s
Learning Estate is sustainable, fit for purpose and appropriate for delivering the
modern curriculum in the 21st century.
Dunnottar School

4.3

Dunnottar School in Stonehaven serves both parts of the town centre as well as
the surrounding rural areas. The school zones for Stonehaven can be seen in
Appendix 1. The school roll forecast for Dunnottar School is shown in Table 1
below, according to the school roll forecasts (2020).
Table 1
School
Dunnottar School

Capacity
195

2021
168

2022
168

2023
162

2024
159

2025
154

2026
158

4.4

Dunnottar School is the only Primary School is Aberdeenshire to score as a C in
the overall suitability grading and has long been identified as a priority for
replacement by Education. The ambition to replace Dunnottar School was first
highlighted in the Education, Learning & Leisure Estate Management Plan in
2009/2010. The key issues primarily relate to the lack of accessibility throughout
the school, constrained outdoor spaces and the difficult internal layout affecting
the availability of opportunities to explore and develop the modern curriculum.

4.5

Finite grades score Dunnottar as a D for accessibility, C for functionality, safety
and security. There are two classrooms which are in modular or annex
accommodation building within the already limited playground space. All
management, administration, other classrooms, dining and internal PE are
inaccessible due to stairs and the building is not suitable for the installation of a
lift. In addition, there is also a small classroom within a separate annex building.
All play space is hard surface. Due to the design/age of the building, site size and
conditions, there is little to no realistic or economic prospect of ever being able
to refurbish or enhance the current School to achieve a Grade A or B in suitability.
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Carronhill School
4.6

Carronhill School currently has a roll of 40 children and does not operate a
catchment area as the enrolment procedures for Special Schools are specific to
the identified needs and requirements of children across a wider local area than
Stonehaven town, including Portlethen and Laurencekirk.

4.7

The building has been adapted over time, however, it was never specifically
designed to meet the severe and complex needs of the children attending. There
are identified issues with the current building related to layout of internal space,
lack of appropriate toileting facilities and the limited availability of accessible
outdoor space.

4.8

In recent years, Aberdeenshire Council has undertaken work to modernise and
develop the Special School Estate. This has included the replacement of St
Andrews School in Inverurie, the refurbishment and extension of Westfield
School in Fraserburgh and the active proposals being progressed for the
replacement of Anna Ritchie School in Peterhead. The focus of these efforts has
been to ensure that the highest standards of care and support can be offered to
those children who attend. Including a replacement Carronhill School as part of
the proposed project, would develop a campus approach like Peterhead and
Inverurie, where there would be a mutual benefit to being able to share resources
and facilities on one site. Carronhill School would still retain its own identity as
part of that model and benefit from their own dedicated learning, teaching and
care facilities.

4.9

A site identification exercise has been undertaken as part of the feasibility study
and it has been determined that the preferred site to deliver any new build project
in Stonehaven, would be to utilise part of the community recreation land adjacent
to Mackie Academy. This would be subject to securing appropriate planning
permission. It is the only site which would afford the necessary space for the
provision required, without being too far removed from the catchment and locality
which it serves. The outcomes of the site identification exercise can be found in
Appendix 4.

4.10

As has been already delivered at Alford and Inverurie, and the basis of the
strategic approach to the Peterhead Community Campus project, the ability to
bring different stages together, including Early Years, Primary and Secondary
onto one site brings many benefits. Improvements to pupil experience will be
realised by enabling access to new opportunities for resource sharing and
improving educational outcomes for all pupils.

4.11 As part of the 1140 options appraisal and site investigation exercise carried out
for Stonehaven, it was recognised that the current Dunnottar School Nursery,
based at Carronhill School, requires to be relocated and enhanced to fully deliver
the outcomes of the 1140 expansion appropriately. An option is being progressed
to relocate the Nursery to purpose-built provision to be based beside Mackie
Academy. This approach would offer greater clarity and control of both cost and
deliverability. These proposals are in early stages of development and are not
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yet public knowledge. Funding for this project is yet to be confirmed, but project
delivery will progress separately to the replacement School proposal.
4.12 Whilst the provision would be in a separate building, it would fully remain part of
Dunnottar School and would follow the model of new build delivery seen at
Fishermoss School, Gordon Primary School New Machar School and Dales Park
School.
4.13 These proposals will be subject to a requirement for statutory consultation
because they would involve a relocation and a rezoning exercise. Prior to
embarking upon any formal consultation process, Learning Estates will lead an
extended period of informal engagement with the community, staff and parents,
to help inform the delivery, design and outcomes of these projects.
4.14 A further key driver is to improve building efficiencies, supporting the
modernisation of Aberdeenshire Council’s school estate. The new building will be
more energy efficient and help with reducing our carbon footprint; and, ultimately,
reduce long term revenue implications for both maintenance and services. There
is an opportunity to dispose or transfer two assets as part of this project, the
existing school buildings of Dunnottar School and Carronhill School.
4.15 The financial outlay required to deliver new build provision has been assessed as
part of the feasibility work carried out. The potential impact has been estimated
as follows:
 Option 1 – The capital outlay to deliver this option, is estimated at £9.5m.
The whole life costing exercise which has been carried out has identified a
potential additional annual revenue pressure £480,393 because of the
required borrowing costs and other consequential costs such as staffing and
services.
 Option 2 – The capital outlay to deliver this option is currently estimated at
£18.5m. The whole life costing exercise which has been carried out has
identified a potential additional annual revenue pressure £998,965 because
of the required borrowing costs and other consequential costs such as
staffing and services.
4.16 These estimates include allowances for inflation, risk and contingency, given the
complexity and scale of the project. However, the financial profile of the project
will evolve as projects move through the gateway process. The overview of
potential capital costs and revenue implications can be found in the Procurement
Approval Form at Appendix 2 and Appendix 3.
4.17 Aberdeenshire Council will be submitting a bid for contributory funding for this
project as part of the Learning Estate Improvement Programme (LEIP) and
Scottish Future’s Trust (SFT). Should this application be successful, there is
potential for revenue funding to help contribute to the cost of the building,
depending on the option/s progressed and any terms applied. This funding cannot
be guaranteed, and capital funding will be required upfront to progress the
project, ahead of any confirmation or submission of a bid for of LEIP support.
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4.18

A review and update of the Capital Plan will be required to deliver this project,
due to the expected impact of additional borrowing that will be applicable. A paper
outlining these implications and business case will be submitted to Full Council
in November 2021.

5

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1

This report helps deliver the Strategic Priority “Our People” by ensuring that
Aberdeenshire Council’s Learning Estate meets the needs of learners and
maximises opportunities to deliver the modern curriculum, offering children the
chance to learn, explore and develop their skills and understanding in facilities
designed for the 21st century.
Pillar
Our People
Our Environment
Our Economy

Priority
Education
Health & Wellbeing
Infrastructure
Resilient Communities
Economy & Enterprise
Estate Modernisation

5.2

This report helps deliver against Aberdeenshire Children’s Services Plan Priority
– Children and Young People’s Mental Health and Wellbeing.

5.3

If agreed by Full Council, these proposals will incur both capital and revenue
implications in relation to the delivery costs associated with new infrastructure.
This report only outlines progress on feasibility and scoping work which has been
undertaken on proposals and is not directly linked to project delivery, at this
stage.

5.4

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendations are agreed.
Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities and Fairer Duty Scotland
Children and Young People’s Rights
and Wellbeing
Climate Change and Sustainability
Health and Wellbeing
Town Centre First

5.5

Yes

No

N/A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

An integrated impact assessment is not required at this stage as further
engagement and assessment is necessary. However, it will form part of the report
being delivered to Full Council in November 2021 and will be available for all
subsequent project related reports and updates submitted to Kincardine &
Mearns Area Committee.
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5.6

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a Corporate
Level (Corporate Risk Register);

5.7

ACORP001 (Budget Pressures) Significant funding and borrowing will be
required to deliver the project, and this will need to be managed through the
Capital Plan process.

5.8

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a Strategic
Level (Directorate Risk Registers).

5.9

ECSR002 (Developing Excellence and Equality) Our E&CS estate will deliver an
inclusive and positive environment and the identified risk is learning and play
spaces do not provide an equitable experience for pupils or create barriers to
access aspects of the curriculum.

6

Scheme of Governance

6.1

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have been
consulted in the preparation of this report and their comments are incorporated
within the report and are satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of
Governance and relevant legislation.

6.2

The Committee is able to consider [and take a decision on] this item in terms of
Section E.3.3.1 of the List of Committee Powers in Part 2A of the Scheme of
Governance as the proposals involve accommodation, re-zoning and relocation
of school provision in Aberdeenshire.

Laurence Findlay
Director of Education and Children’s Services
Report prepared by Paul Whalley, Early Years Estate Manager (ECS)
Date 13 September 2021
List of Appendices
Appendix 1 - Map of Stonehaven School Catchment Areas
Appendix 2 - Procurement Approval Form (Draft) – Option 1
Appendix 3 - Procurement Approval Form (Draft) – Option 2
Appendix 4 - Site Identification Report
Appendix 5 - Extract from Draft Minute of Kincardine & Mearns Area Committee on
21 September 2021
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Appendix 1 – Current Stonehaven Catchment Areas
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Appendix 2 – Procurement Approval Form (Draft) – Option 1

For proposed procurements of works, goods, or
services, where the total estimated expenditure is
£10,000 or more (FR 5.3.12)

Procurement / Contract
Title

Replacement of Primary School – Dunnottar School, Stonehaven
(Option 1)

Procurement Ref No.

TBC

Current contract(s)in
place?

N/A

Directorate

Education & Children’s
Services

Service

Resources &
Performance

Anne-Marie Davies- Macleod

Date prepared:

01/07/2021

Lead Officer
Procuring Officer

TBC

1. Recommendation
Proposed route to market
(delete as appropriate)

Tender

Description:

Procurement of construction and associated services to deliver a
new build replacement Dunnottar School provision on the Mackie
Academy site in Stonehaven.
Details of specific procurement route and approach to be
confirmed.

Contract Start Date:

Date TBC

Contract End Date
(excluding any extensions):

Date TBC

Is there a provision to
extend the contract?

Yes / No TBC

Maximum end date
including extensions:

Date TBC

2. Justification for Procurement
1. Is the procurement
linked to a national or
regional framework and if

This procurement is not linked to a national or regional framework.
The procurement is proposed to be advertised through Public
Contracts Scotland website through a tender process.
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not, explain need for this
procurement

Aberdeenshire Council are committed to ensuring the development
of the learning estate adheres to all 10 of the Guiding Principles set
out in the Scotland’s Learning Estates Strategy; Connecting
People, Places and Learning.
Aberdeenshire Council are
committed to innovative designs, modern technology and have a
desire to develop outdoor spaces further to fully recognise learning
for sustainability and experiences gained from COVID approaches.

2. Is the procurement part
of a bigger project?

No

3.Detail the drivers for
demand related to this
procurement

The delivery of a replacement Dunnottar School in Stonehaven is
being proposed due to the current condition and suitability of the
existing facilities and environment to deliver high quality learning
and teaching. The proposed new build would be located within the
grounds of Mackie Academy, therefore providing for a shared
campus approach
Dunnottar School, is graded as a B for condition and a C for
suitability as per the most recent Core Facts assessment. However,
finite grades show the school as a D for accessibility, C for
functionality and safety and security. There are two classrooms
which are located in modular or annexe accommodation building
within the limited playground space. All management,
administration, other classrooms, dining and internal PE are
inaccessible due to stairs and the building is not suitable for the
installation of a lift. In addition, there is also a small classroom within
a separate annex building. All play space is hard surface. Due to
the design/age of the building, site size and conditions, there is little
to no realistic or economic prospect of ever being able to refurbish
or enhance the current School to achieve a Grade A or B in
suitability.
The proposal for the replacement of Dunnottar School would be to
build a single stream, 217 place capacity school, accommodating 7
classrooms. The current school roll has fluctuated just above and
below capacity, this and the growth of the town prompted a
rezoning exercise in 2016 to stabilise the rolls across Stonehaven
matching need. There are currently 185 P1-P7 pupils enrolled, with
a capacity of 195. The nursery was already previously relocated to
Carronhill Addition Support Needs School to expand the capacity
at Dunnottar for P1-P7.
This proposal provides a campus approach as the School will be
co-located on the Secondary site. This strategic approach has
already been delivered at Alford and Inverurie and is the approach
forming the basis of the strategic approach to the Peterhead
Community Campus project. The ability to bring Early Years,
Primary and Secondary provision onto one site brings many
benefits and. improvements to pupil experience. Related to this
option, as part of ELC 1140 Infrastructure Programme, a new
Dunnottar School Nursery is being proposed to be delivered
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separately, in a standalone building also on the Mackie Academy
site in 2022/2023.
A further key driver is to improve building efficiencies, making them
more energy efficient and reducing our carbon footprint; and,
ultimately, reducing long term revenue implications or both
maintenance and services. There is an opportunity to dispose or
transfer 3 assets as part of this project, Dunnottar School,
Dunnottar School Lodge and one temporary accommodation unit.
Property and Facilities Management recently carried out an
updated condition survey on the existing Dunnottar School building
and it achieved a 71% score, rated as a B overall. However, the
survey identified a minimum of £261,000 of work that would be
required over the next 5 years to maintain but not improve the
building to deliver the service.
Statutory consultation will require to be undertaken and completed
on the relocation of the existing school to the new location and any
rezoning requirements, in accordance with the Schools
Consultation Act 2010. This would need to be carried out with all
parents, staff and pupils. Education Scotland will be involved in the
process. The consultations which would take between 12 and 18
months to complete can run in parallel with the design stages of the
Gateway Process but must be completed before construction works
commence.

4. How does the planned
procurement support the
Service’s plans, strategies
and related council policies
and the outcomes
associated with the
LOIP/Council Priorities
and/or the Council’s
associated commissioning
intentions?

Our People – Education – enhanced facilities for learners will
provide a richer experience and combined with accessibility
improvements, learners will feel valued.
Our People - Health and Wellbeing – learners will see improved
facilities and therefore may be encouraged to participate in more
activities in a variety of new ways, leading to improved health and
wellbeing amongst users. Improved accessibility would also
contribute to positive health and wellbeing.
Our Economy – Estate Modernisation – Establishing modern,
high quality and more efficient buildings, where appropriate, to
replace buildings unsuitable for delivery of the curriculum in this
day and age.
This project helps deliver against the 10 Guiding Principles set out
in the national Learning Estates Strategy, Connecting People,
Places and Learning. The project has also been prioritised for
investment through the ECS Capital Enhancements budget
following a robust analysis of Suitability Core Fact grades across
the estate.

5. How does the planned
procurement support the
Medium Term Financial

This project is not anticipated to bring significant short term to
medium term savings to the Council, as it is primarily being driven
by the Schools suitability grading’s for delivery of the modern
curriculum.
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Strategy and deliver Best
Value for the Council?

The exception to this would be the £261k of condition related
maintenance work related to the current Dunnottar School
building which has been identified as being required to maintain
existing condition grading by Property & Facilities Management.
However, once the existing building is deemed surplus to
requirements and disposed of either through sale or transfer,
there will be some longer term revenue cost savings realised due
to more efficient and economical design that would be delivered
by any new replacement building.

6. Will Community Benefits
be achieved?

Education: employability and skills and training
While not mandatory, engagement between the contractor and
pupils of the schools should be encouraged at all times to offer an
insight into construction work however only as deemed safe in
agreement between the contractor and Head Teachers and all
appropriate risk assessments are in place.
Fair Work Practices Including Living Wage
To ensure contractors apply to Fair Work Practices and offer the
Living Wage to employees.
Environmental Wellbeing (Climate Change Duties)
The Council will not require any information not already routinely
produced by the Bidder. However, Bidders are strongly
encouraged to volunteer good practice and co-operate with The
Council in terms of environmental/emissions/climate performance
levels and any measures (e.g. production processes and methods
at any stage of the life cycle of the works) that serve to reduce
harmful emissions during the life of the contract, demonstrate
good practice in terms of sustainability/waste water
standards/accreditation etc.
Community Engagement and Community Empowerment
The construction of a new primary school in Stonehaven would be
a significant new addition for the town, it is therefore imperative
there are good links between the contractor and the community
and vice versa. Engagement with the community will help to
contribute to the overall success of the project ensuring the
community have a sense of ownership of the new building.

7. How will the resulting
Contract be managed?

The contract will be formally managed by Property and Facilities
Management on behalf of Education and Children’s Services. The
contract will be subject to regular progress meetings ensuring
progress is tracked against an approved project
programme/timeline.
Product specifications will be determined ensuring the appointed
contractor adheres to council requirements and any deviation to
this will be determined through discussion with the project Design
team. This will help ensure best value is also achieved through
the project. The Design team will be a prescribed group of project
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representatives for the duration of the project ensuring
consistency of approach.
Further detail on procurement approach and contract
management will be outlined at a future date.
Success and impact of the successful delivery of the project will
be determined and illustrated through the following sources of
information and review:
 Post occupancy evaluation carried out 1 year after
handover of building.
 Increased educational benefit
 Improved transition if built on the academy site.
 Improvement in pupil attendance, attainment, and
achievement increased ethos
 Improved accessibility and ASN facilities
 Improve outcomes for the community through better
facilities allowing greater provision to be delivered.
 Improved roll v capacity KPI
 Reduction of placing requests
 Reduction of revenue costs due to staff reduction.
 Reduction of school estate
 Reduction in revenue due to utilities of buildings
 Reduction of lower graded suitability and condition
buildings

3.

Risk

What risks are associated
with this procurement?

General Risks


Unforeseen issues with buildings or site causing delay or
increase in costs.
o Ensure all appropriate and sufficient surveying
work is completed prior to project commencement
to inform project plans to be minimise any risk to
project delivery.



Contractor issues and availability.
o A full tendering and contract review process will
be carried out by Property Services, to ensure that
procurement demonstrates best value and project
deliverability.



Planning consultation causing delay to project
deliverability.
o Planning colleagues will be consulted during the
design stages to try and mitigate any potential
issues which could cause delay to the project
receiving planning permission.
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Health & safety of staff and pupils during construction
process.
o Aberdeenshire Council will work with the
contractor to minimise risks and plan appropriately
for the environment.



Statutory consultation failing to gain community
agreement. Although this cannot be called in.

 Condition of current buildings deteriorating beyond
practical repair.
Corporate Risk Register
Risk ID - ACORP001
Priority- Budget Pressures
Impact – Estate Modernisation
Risk - Significant funding and borrowing will be required to be
allocated deliver the project, and this will need to be managed
through the Capital Plan review and MTFS process.
Directorate Risk Register
Risk ID - ECSR002
Priority - Identified Risks Developing Excellence and Equality
Impact - Our E&CS estate will deliver an inclusive and positive
environment.
Risk – Learning spaces and facilities do not provide an equitable
experience for pupils, pupils may feel undervalued due to condition
and suitability of learning spaces. Not carrying out this procurement
and retaining the status quo would leave the school poorly suited
to delivering the curriculum. Accessibility would not be improved
and ongoing repairs and maintenance would be required to ensure
the spaces are serviceable and do not prevent further health and
safety issues. Condition and Suitability grades of the schools would
not improve.
4.

Consultation

Details of consultation
undertaken

5.

Informal and formal engagement/consultation will be required both
prior to and during consultation and construction phases.
School Senior Management Team and Staff
ECS and PFM SLT and Teams
Parents
Children
Elected Members
Accessibility Panel

Legal

Please state any legislation,
statutory guidance or
national policy applicable to
the proposal. Does this

• Education Scotland Act
• Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC)
• Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014
• The Standards in Scotland’s Schools Act 2000
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comply with all relevant
legal provisions? (to be
completed by Service)

• Curriculum for Excellence Education
• Equalities Act 2010
3.6.3 No expenditure on a capital project equal to or greater than
the Committee Threshold (as defined in Para 5.3) shall be
incurred before it has been the subject of a report to the
appropriate Committee. The report by the appropriate Director
must include the total estimated capital cost of the project(s)
including fees, furniture and equipment and other ancillary costs
and the estimated future revenue implications or savings arising
from the project over its life.
3.6.4 It shall be the responsibility of each Director to ensure that
capital expenditure does not exceed the sum approved for the
project(s) in the Capital Budget and that expenditure on contracts
does not exceed the approved amount of the contract.

6.

Finance

Expenditure Classification

Budget Page(s):

☒
☒
☐
☐
☐

Revenue
Capital
Housing Revenue Account
Common Good
Other (please state)

TBC

Budget Line reference
(when contract is contained
within one line):
Financial Code (when
contract contained within
one code):

Any type of Expenditure the revenue implications

Estimated Revenue Implications
Revenue Savings
Revenue Costs
Borrowing Costs
Income Generation
Net Financial Impact

Per year
£000’s
0
79
401
0
480

Capital
Build Cost - £9,519,001
This includes allowances made for site conditions, contingencies,
risk etc.
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Revenue
Borrowing - Capital borrowing costs have been estimated at
£401,000 per annum over 40 years.
Additional Revenue Increase per annum, including borrowing
(across 40 years) is £480,393.
LEIP/SFT Metric
In line with Scottish Future Trust’s Learning Estate Improvement
Programme metrics, a 217 capacity school would require a GIFA
of 1844.5m2. The metric rate for build out of a standalone Primary
School building would be:
Primary GIFA - 1844.5m2 x £3,742 per m2 (LEIP Metric)
Total Metric Cost - £6,902,119
Repair and Maintenance
Recent condition surveys have identified a current maintenance
cost required (next 5 years) of £261,199 (existing school building).
Contract Value:

Estimated Total Costs
Project / Programme:
£000’s
9,520

Total

Anticipated Annual Costs (Spend Profile)
Enter Cost
Centre
Total Cost

22/23
£
TBC

23/24
£
TBC

24/25
£
TBC

25/26
£
TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Maximum total contract value (including optional extensions):
£9.52m (Estimated)

Are contract values
estimated?

What cash savings or
benefits will be achieved
through this procurement?

Yes / No

Long term efficiencies can be achieved in relation to the
modernisation of the Estate and future repair and maintenance
requirements.
Delivery of this project will bring an additional revenue pressure of
£480,393 as a result of cost of borrowing, services, staffing etc.
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Recent condition surveys have identified a current maintenance
cost required (next 5 years) of £261,199 (existing school building),
which would not be required.
Is budget sufficient for
procurement?

TBC
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Appendix 3 – Procurement Approval Form (Draft) – Option 2

For proposed procurements of works, goods, or
services, where the total estimated expenditure is
£10,000 or more (FR 5.3.12)

Procurement / Contract
Title

Replacement of Primary School and Special School – Dunnottar
School and Carronhill School, Stonehaven (Option 2) DRAFT

Procurement Ref No.

TBC

Current contract(s)in
place?

N/A

Directorate

Education & Children’s
Services

Service

Resources &
Performance

Anne-Marie DaviesMacleod

Date prepared:

01/07/2021

Lead Officer
Procuring Officer

TBC

7. Recommendation
Proposed route to market
(delete as appropriate)

Tender

Description:

Procurement of construction and associated services to deliver a
new build replacement Dunnottar School and Carronhill School
provision on the Mackie Academy site in Stonehaven.
Details of specific procurement route and approach to be
confirmed.

Contract Start Date:

Date TBC

Contract End Date
(excluding any extensions):

Date TBC

Is there a provision to
extend the contract?

Yes / No TBC

Maximum end date
including extensions:

Date TBC

8. Justification for Procurement
1. Is the procurement
linked to a national or
regional framework and if

This procurement is not linked to a national or regional framework.
The procurement is proposed to be advertised through Public
Contracts Scotland website through a tender process.
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not, explain need for this
procurement

Aberdeenshire Council are committed to ensuring the development
of the learning estate adheres to all 10 of the Guiding Principles set
out in the Scotland’s Learning Estates Strategy; Connecting
People, Places and Learning.
Aberdeenshire Council are committed to innovative designs,
modern technology and have a desire to develop outdoor spaces
further to fully recognise learning for sustainability and experiences
gained from COVID approaches.

2. Is the procurement part
of a bigger project?

No

3.Detail the drivers for
demand related to this
procurement

The delivery of a replacement Dunnottar School in Stonehaven is
being proposed due to the current condition and suitability of the
existing facilities and environment to deliver high quality learning
and teaching. The proposed new build would be located within the
grounds of Mackie Academy, therefore providing for a shared
campus approach.
Dunnottar School, is graded as a B for condition and a C for
suitability. However, finite grades show the school as a D for
accessibility, C for functionality and safety and security. There are
two classrooms which are located in modular or annexe
accommodation building within the limited playground space. All
management, administration, other classrooms, dining and internal
PE are inaccessible due to stairs and the building is not suitable for
the installation of a lift. In addition, there is also a small classroom
within a separate annex building. All play space is hard surface.
Due to the design/age of the building, site size and conditions, there
is little to no realistic or economic prospect of ever being able to
refurbish or enhance the current School to achieve a Grade A or B
in suitability.
The delivery of a replacement Dunnottar School and Carronhill
School in Stonehaven is being proposed due to the current
condition and suitability of the existing facilities and environment to
deliver high quality learning and teaching. The proposed new build
would be located within the grounds of Mackie Academy, therefore
providing for a shared campus approach.
Dunnottar School, is graded as a B for condition and a C for
suitability. However, finite grades show the school as a D for
accessibility, C for functionality and safety and security. There are
two classrooms which are located in modular building within the
limited playground space. All management, administration, other
classrooms, dining and internal PE are inaccessible due to stairs
and the building is not suitable for the installation of a lift. In addition,
there is also a small classroom within a separate annex building.
All play space is hard surface. Due to the design/age of the building,
site size and conditions, there is little to no realistic or economic
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prospect of ever being able to refurbish or enhance the current
School to achieve a Grade A or B in suitability.
Carronhill School is graded B for both suitability and condition
(Updated condition assessment and works estimates required).
However, there are a number of concerns with the provision for
delivering the most appropriate facilities for accommodating
children with severe and complex needs. The building was not
purpose designed for its primary use and it would not be providing
equity of provision when compared to Westfield School, St
Andrew’s School and the proposed replacement of Anna Ritchie
School. There have also been issues highlighted at the school in
relation to accessibility in certain areas of the building and potential
requirements to upgrade and redesign the circulation areas through
the school to better meet the needs of the children attending.
The proposal for the replacement of Dunnottar School would be to
include enough capacity for a single stream, 217 place capacity
school, accommodating 7 classrooms. The current school roll has
fluctuated just above and below capacity, this and the growth of the
town prompted a rezoning exercise in 2016 to stabilise the rolls
across Stonehaven matching need. There are currently 185 P1-P7
pupils enrolled, with a capacity of 195. The nursery was already
previously relocated to Carronhill Additional Support Needs School
to expand the capacity at Dunnottar for P1-P7.
As it currently stands, Carronhill School accommodates 39 children.
The roll can fluctuate, depending on number of children in the area
that require to attend at anytime. Any new build proposal should
include adequate space and appropriate facilities to accommodate
a maximum of 48 children,
As has been already delivered at Alford and Inverurie (and the basis
of the strategic approach to the Peterhead Community Campus
project) the ability to bring Early Years, Primary, Secondary and
ASN provision onto one site brings many benefits. Improvements
to pupil experience will be realised by enabling access to new
opportunities often not seen in facilities on different sites, including
opportunities for resource sharing between stages and improving
educational outcomes for all pupils. Related to this project, as part
of ELC 1140 Infrastructure Programme, a new Dunnottar School
Nursery is already being planned to be delivered on the Mackie
Academy site in 2022/2023.
A further key driver is to improve building efficiencies, making them
more energy efficient and reducing our carbon footprint; and,
ultimately, reducing long term revenue implications or both
maintenance and services. There is an opportunity to dispose or
transfer 4 assets as part of this project, Carronhill School, Dunnottar
School, Dunnottar School Lodge and one temporary
accommodation units
Property and Facilities Management recently carried out an
updated condition survey on the existing Dunnottar School building
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and it achieved a 71% score, rated as a B overall. However, the
survey identified a minimum of £261,000 of work that would be
required over the next 5 years to maintain but not improve the
building to deliver the service.
A condition survey on the existing Carronhill School achieved a
71% score, rated as a B overall. (2011 assessment). However, the
survey identified a minimum of £276,795 of work that would be
required over the next 5 years to maintain but not improve the
building to deliver the service.
Statutory consultation will require to be undertaken and completed
on the relocation of the existing school to the new location and any
rezoning requirements, in accordance with the Schools
Consultation Act 2010. This would need to be carried out with all
parents, staff and pupils. Education Scotland will be involved in the
process. The consultations which would take between 12 and 18
months to complete can run in parallel with the design stages of the
Gateway Process but must be completed before construction works
commence.
4. How does the planned
procurement support the
Service’s plans, strategies
and related council policies
and the outcomes
associated with the
LOIP/Council Priorities
and/or the Council’s
associated commissioning
intentions?

Our People – Education – enhanced facilities for learners will
provide a richer experience and combined with accessibility
improvements, learners will feel valued.
Our People - Health and Wellbeing – learners will see improved
facilities and therefore may be encouraged to participate in more
activities in a variety of new ways, leading to improved health and
wellbeing amongst users. Improved accessibility would also
contribute to positive health and wellbeing.
Our Economy – Estate Modernisation – Establishing modern,
high quality and more efficient buildings, where appropriate, to
replace buildings unsuitable for delivery of the curriculum in this
day and age.
This project helps deliver against the 10 Guiding Principles set out
in the national Learning Estates Strategy, Connecting People,
Places and Learning. The project has also been prioritised for
investment through the ECS Capital Enhancements budget
following a robust analysis of Suitability Core Fact grades across
the estate.

5. How does the planned
procurement support the
Medium Term Financial
Strategy and deliver Best
Value for the Council?

This project is not anticipated to bring significant short term to
medium term savings to the Council, as it is primarily being driven
by the Schools suitability grading’s for delivery of the modern
curriculum. The exception to this would be the £261k of condition
related maintenance work related to the current Dunnottar School
building and the £276k identified at Carronhill School, which has
been identified as being required to maintain existing condition to
B grading by Property & Facilities Management.
However, once the existing building is deemed surplus to
requirements and disposed of either through sale or transfer,
there will be some longer term revenue cost savings realised due
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to more efficient and economical design that would be delivered
by any new replacement building.
6. Will Community Benefits
be achieved?

Education: employability and skills and training
While not mandatory, engagement between the contractor and
pupils of the schools should be encouraged at all times to offer an
insight into construction work however only as deemed safe in
agreement between the contractor and Head Teachers and all
appropriate risk assessments are in place.
Fair Work Practices Including Living Wage
To ensure contractors apply to Fair Work Practices and offer the
Living Wage to employees.
Environmental Wellbeing (Climate Change Duties)
The Council will not require any information not already routinely
produced by the Bidder. However, Bidders are strongly
encouraged to volunteer good practice and co-operate with The
Council in terms of environmental/emissions/climate performance
levels and any measures (e.g. production processes and methods
at any stage of the life cycle of the works) that serve to reduce
harmful emissions during the life of the contract, demonstrate
good practice in terms of sustainability/waste water
standards/accreditation etc.
Community Engagement and Community Empowerment
The construction of a new primary school in Stonehaven would be
a significant new addition for the town, it is therefore imperative
there are good links between the contractor and the community
and vice versa. Engagement with the community will help to
contribute to the overall success of the project ensuring the
community have a sense of ownership of the new building.

7. How will the resulting
Contract be managed?

The contract will be formally managed by Property and Facilities
Management on behalf of Education and Children’s Services. The
contract will be subject to regular progress meetings ensuring
progress is tracked against an approved project
programme/timeline.
Product specifications will be determined ensuring the appointed
contractor adheres to council requirements and any deviation to
this will be determined through discussion with the project Design
team. This will help ensure best value is also achieved through
the project. The Design team will be a prescribed group of project
representatives for the duration of the project ensuring
consistency of approach.
Further detail on procurement approach and contract
management will be outlined at a future date.
Success and impact of the successful delivery of the project will
be determined and illustrated through the following sources of
information and review:
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9.

Post occupancy evaluation carried out 1 year after
handover of building.
Increased educational benefit
Improved transition if built on the academy site.
Improvement in pupil attendance, attainment, and
achievement increased ethos
Improved accessibility and ASN facilities
Improve outcomes for the community through better
facilities allowing greater provision to be delivered.
Improved roll v capacity KPI
Reduction of placing requests
Reduction of revenue due to staff reduction.
Reduction of school estate
Reduction in revenue due to utilities of buildings
Reduction of lower graded suitability and condition
buildings

Risk

What risks are associated
with this procurement?

General Risks

o

Unforeseen issues with buildings or site causing delay or
increase in costs.
Ensure all appropriate and sufficient surveying work is
completed prior to project commencement to inform project
plans to be minimise any risk to project delivery.


o

Contractor issues and availability.
A full tendering and contract review process will be carried
out by Property Services, to ensure that procurement
demonstrates best value and project deliverability.


o

Planning consultation causing delay to project deliverability.
Planning colleagues will be consulted during the design
stages to try and mitigate any potential issues which could
cause delay to the project receiving planning permission.



Health & safety of staff and pupils during construction
process.
Aberdeenshire Council will work with the contractor to
minimise risks and plan appropriately for the environment.

o


Statutory consultation failing to gain community agreement.
Although this cannot be called in.



Condition of current buildings deteriorating beyond practical
repair.

Corporate Risk Register
Risk ID - ACORP001
Priority- Budget Pressures
Impact – Estate Modernisation
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Risk - Significant funding and borrowing will be required to be
allocated deliver the project, and this will need to be managed
through the Capital Plan review and MTFS process.
Directorate Risk Register
Risk ID - ECSR002
Priority - Identified Risks Developing Excellence and Equality
Impact - Our E&CS estate will deliver an inclusive and positive
environment.
Risk – Learning spaces and facilities do not provide an equitable
experience for pupils, pupils may feel undervalued due to condition
and suitability of learning spaces. Not carrying out this procurement
and retaining the status quo would leave the school poorly suited
to delivering the curriculum. Accessibility would not be improved
and ongoing repairs and maintenance would be required to ensure
the spaces are serviceable and do not prevent further health and
safety issues. Condition and Suitability grades of the schools would
not improve.
10. Consultation
Details of consultation
undertaken

Informal and formal engagement/consultation will be required both
prior to and during consultation and construction phases.
School Senior Management Team and Staff
ECS and PFM SLT and Teams
Parents Council
Children
Elected Members
Accessibility Panel

11. Legal
Please state any legislation,
statutory guidance or
national policy applicable to
the proposal. Does this
comply with all relevant
legal provisions? (to be
completed by Service)

• Education Scotland Act
• Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC)
• Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014
• The Standards in Scotland’s Schools Act 2000
• Curriculum for Excellence Education
• Equalities Act 2010
3.6.3 No expenditure on a capital project equal to or greater than
the Committee Threshold (as defined in Para 5.3) shall be
incurred before it has been the subject of a report to the
appropriate Committee. The report by the appropriate Director
must include the total estimated capital cost of the project(s)
including fees, furniture and equipment and other ancillary costs
and the estimated future revenue implications or savings arising
from the project over its life.
3.6.4 It shall be the responsibility of each Director to ensure that
capital expenditure does not exceed the sum approved for the
project(s) in the Capital Budget and that expenditure on contracts
does not exceed the approved amount of the contract.
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12. Finance
Expenditure Classification

Budget Page(s):

☒
☒
☐
☐
☐

Revenue
Capital
Housing Revenue Account
Common Good
Other (please state)

TBC

Budget Line reference
(when contract is contained
within one line):
Financial Code (when
contract contained within
one code):

Any type of Expenditure the revenue implications

Estimated Revenue Implications

Revenue Savings
Revenue Costs
Borrowing Costs
Income Generation
Net Financial Impact

Per year
£
0
219
779
0
998

Capital
Build Cost - £18,507,326
This includes allowances made for site conditions, contingencies,
risk etc.
Revenue
Borrowing - Capital borrowing costs have been estimated at
£779,000 per annum over 40 years.
Additional Revenue Increase per annum, including borrowing
(across 40 years) is £998,965.
LEIP/SFT Metric
In line with Scottish Future Trust’s Learning Estate Improvement
Programme metrics, a replacement 217 capacity Primary School
and 48 capacity Special School would require the following GIFA:
Dunnottar School GIFA = 1844.5m2
Carronhill School GIFA = 1650m2
The metric rate for build out would be:
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Dunnottar School GIFA = 1844.5m2 x £3,742 per m2 (LEIP
Metric)
Carronhill School GIFA = 1650m2 x £3,982 (As per Anna Ritchie
Metric)
Total Metric Cost - £13,472,419
Repair and Maintenance
Recent condition surveys have identified a current maintenance
cost required (next 5 years) of £261,199 (existing Dunnottar
School building) and £276,795 (existing Carronhill School
building). Combined £537,994.
Contract Value:

Project / Programme:
£
18,500

Total

Anticipated Annual Costs (Spend Profile)
Enter Cost
Centre
Total Cost

22/23
£
TBC

23/24
£
TBC

24/25
£
TBC

25/26
£
TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Maximum total contract value (including optional extensions):
£18.5m TBC
Are contract values
estimated?
What cash savings or
benefits will be achieved
through this procurement?

Yes / No

Long term efficiencies can be achieved in relation to the
modernisation of the Estate and future repair and maintenance
requirements.
Delivery of this project will bring an additional revenue pressure of
£977,965 as a result of cost of borrowing, services, staffing etc.
Recent condition surveys have identified a current maintenance
cost required (next 5 years) of £261,199 (existing Dunnottar
School building) and £276,795 (existing Carronhill School
building).

Is budget sufficient for
procurement?

TBC
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Site Identification
The purpose of this document is to explore the various site options considered
for the new Dunnottar School project, as part of the strategic assessment
during Gateway 0 of the Project Methodology and Gateway Review Process. It
will also be developed and used in subsequent gateways.
3 sites are identified and are explored within this document:
1. The existing Dunnottar School site
2. Land at Braehead, South of Stonehaven
3. Forest Park
4. Ury Playing Fields

18782 – Dunnottar School – Site Identification
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1. The existing Dunnottar School site
2. Land at Braehead, South of Stonehaven
3. Forest Park
4. Ury Playing Fields
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School Catchment Areas
Dunnottar School
Arduthie School
Mill O’Forest School
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Existing Dunnottar School site

approx 0.4 acres (1,600sqm)

Current Usage
The existing Dunnottar School and playground.
Local Development Plan 2020
The site is not highlighted within the plan.

1

Location
The site in the old town area of Stonehaven near the harbour, it is bounded by
roads on all 4 sides. The site has no green space and no opportunities for
expansion.
Ownership
Site is currently owned and operated by Aberdeenshire Council

1
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Land at Braehead, South of Stonehaven

approx 7.1 acres (28,950sqm)

Current Usage
The site is currently used as agricultural land.
Local Development Plan 2020
The site is not highlighted within the 2020 plan, but was allocated as P9 in the
2017 LDP and noted ‘to conserve the area for the replacement of Dunnottar
Primary School’. Residential developments in surrounding area have stalled.

2

Location
The site sits within the catchment area for Dunnottar School, but is outwith the
centre of Stonehaven, too far away to be a reasonable walking distance. The
Woods of Dunnottar and Carron Water are located to north west of the site.
Ownership
Aberdeenshire Council do not own the land. Costs for purchasing the land are
unknown and would need to be agreed with the landowner.
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Forest Park

approx 6.8 acres or 2.7 hectares (27,465sqm)

Current Usage
The site is currently used as a recreational land used by the public and
adjacent Mill O’Forest and Carronhill Primary Schools.

3

Local Development Plan 2020
The site is identified as protected area (P3). It is identified as such to protect
the recreational open space as an amenity for the settlement.
Location
The site sits within the catchment area, and adjacent-to, Mill O’Forest School.
It is also nearby Carronhill Special School. The Aberdeen to Edinburgh railway
line runs along the north of the site. Forest View Day Centre sits to the east.
Ownership
Site is currently owned and operated by Aberdeenshire Council
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Ury Playing Fields

4

approx 6.0 acres or 2.4 hectares (24,190sqm)

Current Usage
The site is currently used as public recreation space, utilised by Mackie
Academy as informal playing fields.
Local Development Plan 2020
The site is identified as protected area (P6). It is identified as such to protect
the recreational open space as an amenity for the settlement.
Location
The site is outwith the catchment area of Dunnottar School, but well located
within Stonehaven on the A957 Slug Road. It is on the grounds of Mackie
Academy, presenting opportunities for a campus approach with potential for
nursery, primary and academy education all on one site.
Ownership
Site is currently owned and operated by Aberdeenshire Council.
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Summary
Size
The size of the site at the existing Dunnottar School is not suitable for a new
modern school, associated parking and sports facilities. The other three
options are all between 6 and 7 acres and appropriate for a new school.

4
3

1
2

Current Usage
The land at Ury Playing Fields, Forest Park and Braehead are undeveloped
greenfield sites, with the first two currently utilised for recreational use and
Braehead is agricultural land. To allow development of the site at Dunnottar
School, consideration would need to be given for temporary decant of the
pupils.
Local Development Plan
The site at Braehead is no longer identified within the Local Development
Plan, despite being identified as an opportunity site for a replacement Primary
School previously. Ury Playing Fields, and Forest Park are zoned as protected
recreational ground for Stonehaven.
Location
Braehead and the existing school site sit within the catchment area for
Dunnottar School. Braehead is not within easy walking distance from the most
highly populated part of the catchment area, but is well placed vehicular
access to the wider catchment. The site at Forest Park is next door to Mill
O’Forest School and within their catchment.
The site at the Ury Playing Fields is within the catchment area for Arduthie, but
centrally located within Stonehaven and well located for pedestrian and
vehicular access. Locating the new primary here, outwith the catchment for
Dunnottar, would require a re-zoning process to be undertaken, but this is not
an insurmountable exercise.
Ownership
Aberdeenshire Council own the sites at the Ury Playing Fields, Forest Park
and Dunnottar School. Aberdeenshire Council do not own the land at
Braehead, so costs for purchasing the land are unknown and would need to be
agreed with the landowner.
Recommendation
The site of the existing school can be ruled out due to it’s limited size. The
land at Braehead is no longer zoned with the Local Development Plan and not
within Aberdeenshire Council’s ownership. The land at Forest Park is directly
adjacent to Mill O’Forest School, which makes the location unsuitable for a
replacement Dunnottar School.
The site at Ury Playing Fields is identified as protected recreational space and
planning have advised that it is well used by the community, so this would
need to be considered if a development is progressed. However, the
opportunity for a campus-style educational approach and the central location
within Stonehaven make this site the best option for a new school
development.
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Appendix 5 – Extract from Draft Minute of Kincardine & Mearns Area Committee
on 21 September 2021
14. STONEHAVEN PRIMARY SCHOOL PROVISION
A report was issued by the Director of Education and Children’s Services providing an
update on work that had been undertaken to date, by Officers, to assess and evaluate
proposals to relocate Dunnottar School and Carronhill School to new build provision.
Officers from Education outlined the report and the two options contained within and
welcomed any questions. Members raised queriers regarding the potential sites that
had been identified, the suitability of the preferred site, raised questions regarding could
Dunnottar School could be refurbished, the inclusion of Mackie Academy within the
Campus model and stressed the need for further engagement and consultation.
The Committee agreed to
1. Acknowledge the work being progressed on the replacement of Dunnottar
Primary,
2. Acknowledge the second option identified which proposes the inclusion of a
replacement Carronhill School as part of any project, and
3. Provided the following comments;
a) The Committee supported the second option within the report,
b) The Committee suggested the need to clarify why Mackie Academy is not
being considered within the proposals as part of the Campus model,
c) The Committee suggested further explanation as to why a campus model
is required,
d) The Committee suggested reassurances would be required to parents
from both schools to enable children to feel comfortable within the larger
campus model,
e) The Committee welcomed schools retaining their own separate identifies
and highlighted the need to communicate this further within the
community,
f) The Committee suggested the need to explain to the wider community
the benefit of a campus approach,
g) The Committee suggested the need for open and transparent
communications with all, including engagement and further consultations,
h) The Committee suggested the need for consideration of car parking at
Mackie Academy and the traffic issues associated with any development,
and
i) The Committee suggested caution when considering the size of the land
required, to ensure any site is large enough to accommodate a campus.

